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‘Sacrificial Lamb’: US Troops in Syria and Iraq. Colonial-Style Occupation Ready to Sacrifice
Their Lives for Israel in a Future Middle East Conflict

By Timothy Alexander Guzman, December 20, 2023

The Yemen News Agency (SABA) reported that “A U.S. military official has revealed that U.S.
and coalition forces have been subjected to at least 97 attacks in Iraq and Syria since Oct.
17 until Wednesday.” 

A Merry AUKUS Surprise, Western Australia!

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, December 21, 2023

The secretive Australian government just cannot help itself. Clamouring and hectoring of
other countries and their secret arrangements (who can forget the criticism of the Solomon
Islands over its security pact with China for that reason?) the Albanese government is a bit
too  keen  on  keeping  a  lid  on  things  regarding  the  withering  away  of  Australian
independence before a powerful and spoiling friend.

Gaza  Genocide:  Hezbollah  Confronting  and  “Inflicting  Serious  Damage”  on  Israel.  “Expect
Escalation…”

By Karsten Riise and Hindustan Times, December 20, 2023

Hezbollah is not sitting passively watching Israel completing its genocide on Gaza. The real
and vast scale on which Hezbollah is causing damage on Israel is hidden by the US media,
but the Hindustan Times reports on it.  With over 500 attacks so far,  Hezbollah is  inflicting
serious damage on Israel – all the time.
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Latest China-EU Summit Exposes Brussels’ Complete Lack of Sovereignty. EU Foreign Policy
Controlled by Washington

By Drago Bosnic, December 20, 2023

Earlier this month, China and the European Union concluded a bilateral summit, the first one
since 2019. One usually wouldn’t expect that four years could change much, but that was
precisely  the  case during the  recent  meeting.  While  the  previous  summit  was  largely
focused on questions of economic cooperation and calls for the improvement of overall
relations, this one was much more (geo)political, with the EU reiterating a near-carbon copy
of American talking points.

Military Deaths After Pfizer or Moderna COVID-19 mRNA Vaccination

By Dr. William Makis, December 20, 2023

US Army Lt. Col. Jered Little, commander of Public Health Activity (Hawaii) died suddenly on
Nov.  24,  2023.  Got  his  1st  Pfizer  COVID-19  mRNA  Vaccine  on  Dec.  23,  2020  &  was  the
poster  boy  for  illegal  COVID-19  mRNA  Vaccine  mandates  in  the  US  Military.

Ukraine Weapons Fund Will Run Out on December 30, Pentagon Claims. What Next? Ukraine
Is Totally Bankrupt According to the IMF

By Ahmed Adel, December 20, 2023

For  the  first  time,  the  Pentagon announced an exact  date  for  the  exhaustion  of  resources
intended  to  support  Kiev,  according  to  Bloomberg.  The  remaining  amount,  estimated
at $1.07 billion, will include several weapons and equipment acquisitions.

“Victory Over Russia Is Impossible”: Zelensky Can’t Eschew Responsibility for Rising Public
Anger at Ukraine’s Conscription Crisis

By Andrew Korybko, December 20, 2023

Zaluzhny knows better than anyone else in Ukraine that his side’s envisaged maximum
victory over Russia is impossible, but it’s still being sought in spite of that because it’s
ultimately Zelensky’s decision whether or not to continue the conflict. His order to fortify the
entire front instead of resuming peace talks with Russia per reported Western pressure and
unilaterally  complying with its  requested security concessions in defiance of  his  patrons is
why more conscription is needed.
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Born in a Police State: The Deep State’s Persecution of Its Most Vulnerable Citizens. “What if
Jesus had been born 2,000 years later?”

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, December 20, 2023

What if, instead of being born into the Roman police state, Jesus had been born at this
moment in time? What kind of reception would Jesus and his family be given? Would we
recognize  the  Christ  child’s  humanity,  let  alone  his  divinity?  Would  we treat  him any
differently than he was treated by the Roman Empire?

“Facing the Beast: Courage, Faith, and Resistance in a New Dark Age.” New Book by Naomi
Wolf

By Dr. Naomi Wolf, December 20, 2023

“Before” the years 2020 to 2022, when a set of policies based on abject lies posed an
existential threat to our democracy and our way of life. “Before” this likely AI-deployed set
of lies, dispensed globally, targeted our West with its core traditions of free speech—and in
the US, with its First Amendment—with arrant censorship.

Propaganda Roundup: Hillary Claims Climate Change™ Targets Pregnant Women

By Ben Bartee, December 20, 2023

At any rate, transhumanist technocrats should love Climate Change™, in such a case that it
targets  pregnant  women,  because they hate legacy fronthole women getting pregnant
anyway. Human reproduction the old-fashioned way — as in,  not in a lab — viscerally
repulses them.
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